GOOD FAITH MEDIA 2022 WRITERS’ RETREAT SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 19
2:00 pm – Sign-in
- Pick up nametags and programs
- Peruse books for sale
2:30 pm – Gathering I
- Welcome
- Introduction of Guests / Overview of Program and Resources
- Meet the Good Faith Media Team
- Recognition of Nurturing Faith Authors / Latest Books
- A Conversation with Retreat Participants: Why are you here? What do you hope to experience?
3:30 pm – Break / Lodging Check-in
6:00 pm – Dinner Program
- Music by Pat Terry
- A Conversation with Anne Nelson
8:30 pm – Evening Meditations: Nurturing Faith Book Author Readings and Reflections

THURSDAY, OCT. 20
9:00 am – Gathering II
- Group Discussion
10:15 am – Break
10:40 am – Gathering III
- Publishing and Technology Today with David Cassady
- Music by Pat Terry (2 songs)
- A Conversation with novelist Pamela Terry
12:00 pm – Lunch
1:15 pm – Gathering IV
- Writing Techniques with Anne Nelson, based on her play/film, The Guys
2:45 pm – Free Time
- Possible/optional group activities include hiking to the falls, driving to the visitor’s center and top of falls, and a nature photo workshop.
6pm – Dinner Program
- What I tell students about writing? with Tony Cartledge
- A Musical Conversation with Pat Terry
8:30 pm – Evening Meditations: Nurturing Faith Book Author Readings and Reflections

FRIDAY, OCT. 21
9:00 am – Gathering IV
- Finding Inspiration: Panel Discussion with Anne Nelson, Pat Terry, Pamela Terry
- Final Words
10:30 am – Retreat Concludes